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Thank you for the creative call and the opportunity to bring these beautiful concepts to life with you. 
The GAP Kids x SJP creative is fun, energetic, and all about sharing with others. 

Welcome!



The act of sharing creates an echo effect.

Each time an article of clothing is passed down, a new chapter 
begins. For both the fabric and the individual that wears it. 
Handing down clothes is a powerful concept that brings us closer 
together through shared experiences across time. Receiving a 
piece of clothing from a loved one endows the fabric with 
cherished backstories.

In our film, the moment of exchange is where humanity will 
spring forth. Each successive exchange becomes an echo in a 
journey bound together through an imaginative world - dreamt 
up in a child’s mind. Strong visual transitions based on camera 
movement and animated elements unify our journey into one 
inclusive storyline. 

THE 
EFFECT 

OF 
SHARING





Just as a kid imagines without limitations, the borders between 
animation and live action do not exist. 

The animation draws from a sketchbook style and moves with a 
spontaneous sensibility. 

To me, inspiring a kid’s natural desire to play is what truly matters. 
We have developed a rich tapestry of scenes each uniquely 
showcasing the GAP Kids x SJP clothing.

ANIMATING A 
MAGICAL WORLD



// ANIMATION STYLE

Hand drawn illustrations with a bold, graphic feel...



Colorful animations inspired by kids, their clothes and whimsical feelings of sharing and belonging. 





References that illustrate fun interactions between animation and live action.







SHOOTING BOARDS

Each scene kicks off in a single moment…

SJP draws out the headphones from the little boy’s 
hoodie, words spring to life on the chalkboard, leaves 
swirl in the crisp fall air as a scarf comes to life and 
painted raindrops fill the world with color. 

With every moment of sharing, the echo effect in the 
narrative is reignited. 

 





SPACE & STUDIO

To contrast from the colorful world of textures and hue, 
we will live in a spaciously stunning, white world. 

In this white world, color comes from animation and 
the clothes. Anything prop wise is white. White on 
white in an artful way. Think Robert Ryman...



The large negative space creates an open canvas to add in animation.



White stages with columns and high ceiling allow us to create a series of unique angles.



Despite a beautifully vibrant animation style, the 
lighting and camera choices will be grounded in a 
balanced world that is evenly lit with soft but minimal 
gradient shadows. 

While the camera will reflect the same energy in 
movement, the direction will be less rigidly staged and 
more driven by curiosity to follow the action whether it 
be a character moving out of frame or animation flying 
in various directions.

These visual choices result in an approachable and 
authentic feel - like a kid’s natural gravitation to play.  
 

CAMERA 
AND 

LIGHTING



// LIGHTING 

The light will be soft, even, and balanced. 



SARAH JESSICA 
PARKER

SJP is the anchor to a 
beautiful, imaginative  
world...

She activates the song at 
the beginning and rejoices 
at the end with her 
creation. 

She is the muse to a world 
of magical sharing 
that kicks off and evokes  
energetic imaginations. 



 

CASTING
Perfectly imperfect... with a feel of inclusiveness.

A range of ages, heights, backgrounds, memorable 
traits and even special needs kids - each bursting with 
personal expression. 



// CASTING

Our cast will possess a diversity of personalities and interesting looks.



The the casting process we will discover unique pairings which showcase different heights, ethnicities, and 
ages. Most importantly, we need to find a group of kids that play well together. 



The cast projects a range of realistic performances all 
motivated by their own version of fun. They are in the 
moment whether they are surprised by headphones 
springing to life, excited by bunny ears popping out of 
a backpack or just mesmerized by the mixing of colors 
in a pool of rain drops. 

As each child encourages the other to sink deeper into 
imagination, they create an inclusive and optimistic 
sense of play.
 

PERFORMANCE







With such a vibrant film we have a wonderful 
opportunity to create a number of quick social media 
assets. 

We have developed three initial ideas based on the 
planned creative which further evolve the kid’s sense of 
play. 

We will develop the rest during pre-production - 
sharing animation / graphic elements from the main 
film to use in print and social executions.

SOCIAL



- Headphones spring to life: SJP leans down to pull the 
headphones from the hoodie and place them on the kids 
head.

- Chalkboard: a boy and girl finish writing “Share, Wear, 
Love” and a beautiful abstract swirl of colors burst forth 
to fill the board. The two kids jump back in amazement 
at what they created. 

- Polka Dots Jump: two girls on either side watch in 
wonder as polka dots jump from a third girl’s sweater. 
The polka dots form a puddle. 

 



SUE FALLON, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER | sue@ataboystudios.com

Thank You


